INTRODUCTION
The land use and land cover monitoring using remote sensing data is an important instrument for Government policy and surveillance of preservation areas. A near real-time change detection and characterization method would allow control of the increase of new anthropic and natural environmental changes. The LULC changes monitoring allows to understand the spatial patterns and the dynamics. In this context, the work has the objective to propose a methodology to detect and to monitor LULC changes using spatial temporal remote sensing data.
Traditional methods of LULC changes detection is based on pattern recognition and statistical measurements, while the proposed method encompasses statistical physics and non linear dynamics concepts [1] .
METHODOLOGY
The proposed methodology uses Gradient Pattern Analysis [2, 3] a modern technique for analyzing spatially extended dynamics 1 . The measurements obtained from GPA are based on the spatial-temporal correlations between large and small amplitude fluctuations of the structure represented as a dynamical gradient pattern. Based on a scalar elementary field (Fig 1-a) which can be represented by pixels values of an image or subset image in remote sensing, the first moment is represented by gradient field (Fig 1-b) , the second and third moments (Fig 1-c) is a norm and phase representation , respectively, for each element of the first moment. The fourth moment (Fig 1-d ) is the Euler's formula for complex representation of the first gradient moment which shows the relationship between the trigonometric and the complex exponential functions. By means of four gradient moments is possible to quantify the relative fluctuations and scaling coherence at a dynamical numerical lattice and this is a set of proper measures of the pattern complexity and equilibrium. In this work, the GPA technique was applied for the first time in MODIS spatial-temporal images over the Amazon region. The GPA objective was characterizing small symmetry breaking, amplitude and phase disorder due to spatial-temporal fluctuations driven by the deforestation and flooded changes detected by MODIS images. MOD09 red and near infrared spectral bands for each composite. For each pixel we performed smooth timeseries using wavelets transform method for noise reduction [5] . Utilizing field data and photo interpreter experience, 4 regions were selected with land use and land cover changes (i.e. deforestation process and seasonally flooded forest region) for performing the method. For each area that applied GPA technique for the spatial-temporal series were reduced to two gradient moments series using phase diversity and Frobenius norm metrics based on in the second and third gradient moments. The temporal behaviour of these two series indicated a new potential metric to understand the land cover and land use dynamics. 
RESULTS

CONCLUSION
For the characterization of spatial-temporal time series the Gradient Pattern Analysis showed a new approach to reduce the dimensionality of data. This is important for deforestation detection and characterization in large geographic regions as Amazonia.
